BOLT: Optimizing OpenMP Parallel Regions with User-Level Threads
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Abstract—OpenMP is widely used by a number of applications, computational libraries, and runtime systems. As a result, multiple levels of the software stack use OpenMP independently of one another, often leading to nested parallel regions. Although exploiting such nested parallelism is a potential opportunity for performance improvement, it often causes destructive performance with leading OpenMP runtimes because of their reliance on heavyweight OS-level threads. User-level threads (ULTs) are more lightweight alternatives but existing ULT-based runtimes suffer from several shortcomings: 1) thread management costs remain significant and outweigh the benefits from additional parallelism; 2) the shift to ULTs often hurts the more common flat parallelism case; and 3) absence of user control over thread-to-CPU binding, a critical feature on modern systems.

This paper presents BOLT, a practical ULT-based OpenMP runtime system that efficiently supports both flat and nested parallelism. This is accomplished on three fronts: 1) advanced data reuse and thread synchronization strategies; 2) thread coordination that adapts to the level of oversubscription; and 3) an implementation of the modern OpenMP thread-to-CPU binding interface tailored to ULT-based runtimes. The result is a highly optimized runtime that transparently achieves similar performance compared with leading state-of-the-art widely used OpenMP runtimes under flat parallelism, while outperforming all existing runtimes under nested parallelism.
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I. INTRODUCTION

OpenMP is considered the most popular intranode parallel programming interface in high-performance computing (HPC). Numerous applications, computational libraries, and runtime systems have been successfully parallelized with OpenMP. Combining multiple OpenMP-parallelized codes, however, is trickier than one might imagine. Consider contemporary applications developed on top of deep software stacks. Because the parallelization at each software layer is more or less independent of the other layers, this often leads to nested parallelism where one OpenMP parallel region embeds another. Although an abundance of parallelism is potentially an opportunity for further performance improvement, it often results in catastrophic performance degradation by oversubscription of threads. Because most production runtimes use OS-level threads\(^1\) to represent OpenMP threads, a naive implementation that blindly spawns additional threads at each nested parallel region can hardly tolerate the oversubscription cost.

To address this challenge, two orthogonal directions have been explored: avoidance of oversubscription and reduction of oversubscription overheads. The first direction is adopted by widely used commercial and open source OpenMP implementations such as GCC OpenMP [1], Intel OpenMP [2], and LLVM OpenMP [3]. Their default settings turn off nested parallel regions and consequently are tuned for flat parallelism (i.e., a single-level parallel region). This solution avoids the oversubscription issue without hurting the performance of flat parallelism, but such an aggressive serialization misses any parallelism opportunity exposed by nested parallel regions. This situation is especially true when the top-level parallel region does not have sufficient parallelism or the amount of computation across loop iterations is irregular.

The second direction aims at reducing oversubscription overheads. Leading OpenMP runtimes accomplish this by reusing nested teams (threads and data associated with parallel regions) across parallel regions [4] and by avoiding busy-waiting [5]. Reusing, and thus keeping alive a large number of OS-level threads, is more efficient than recreating and destroying them but requires nevertheless expensive suspension and reactivation operations. Furthermore, taking away busy-waiting implies the involvement of the kernel when synchronizing threads at the entry and exit of a parallel region, which hurts the performance of flat parallelism.

Mapping OpenMP threads to user-level threads (ULTs) has also the benefit of reducing oversubscription overheads thanks to lower fork-join costs. Numerous OpenMP implementations have followed this approach [6]–[11] but fall short for several reasons. First, they ignored other costs outside the native thread fork-join overheads.\(^2\) An OpenMP runtime has to manage other OpenMP-specific data and descriptors that are

\(^1\)Most of these runtimes rely on POSIX threads (Pthreads), which follow in most implementations a one-to-one mapping between a user thread and a kernel thread in OS.

\(^2\)An OpenMP thread has its own descriptor in addition to encapsulating a native thread (be it OS- or user-level).
orthogonal to the native threading layer. Second, they overly relied on ULT-based fork-join operations that poorly handle flat parallelism, which is more efficiently implemented with busy-waiting methods. Third, they offer virtually no control to the user over thread-to-CPU binding, which is important on modern systems to improve data locality. As a result, existing ULT-based runtimes perform overall worse than finely configured production OpenMP systems, leaving open questions regarding their suitability as all-purpose OpenMP runtimes.

This paper presents BOLT, a practical ULT-based OpenMP runtime that attains unprecedented performance for nested parallelism while also transparently supporting efficient execution of flat parallelism. Through our in-depth investigation of the ULT-based OpenMP runtime optimization space by exploring both generic and OpenMP specification-driven optimizations, we found necessity of optimizations beyond the naive mapping of ULTs and OpenMP threads; our solutions are: 1) team-level data reuse and thread synchronization strategies to minimize overheads in the OpenMP runtime; 2) a novel thread coordination algorithm that transparently achieves high performance for both flat and nested parallelism by adapting to the level of oversubscription; and 3) an implementation of the modern OpenMP thread-to-CPU binding interface tailored specifically to ULT-based runtimes. Our evaluation with several microbenchmarks and N-body and quantum chemistry codes demonstrates that BOLT significantly outperforms existing OpenMP runtimes when parallel regions are nested, and it suffers the least performance loss under flat parallelism.

We note that BOLT has briefly appeared in the past literature [12]–[14], although none of the literature presents the details of its design and performance evaluation. The goal of this work is to identify and address the issues in efficiently utilizing ULTs in OpenMP.

II. BACKGROUND

Compared with flat parallelism (i.e., a single-level parallel region), efficient handling of nested parallelism in OpenMP has been considered challenging and thus the subject of studies from the early years of OpenMP [6], [7]. In this paper we do not advocate the use of nested parallel regions in a standalone OpenMP program (e.g., [15]); after all, several alternatives, such as task and taskloop constructs, are offered by the OpenMP specification to leverage massive, deeply nested, or recursive parallelism efficiently. The primary focus of this paper is nested parallel regions that the user has limited control over; for example, nested parallelism that takes place across multiple layers of the contemporary software stack. We illustrate this situation with the example in Fig. 1. We observe that two layers of the software stack (the application layer and the external library) depend on the same OpenMP runtime. The user application code calls an external function (e.g., dgemm()) in a parallel region, which is also parallelized by a parallel region. An OpenMP runtime that blindly creates OpenMP threads at each parallel region would result in an exponential growth of the number of threads in the system and serious performance degradation.

As shown in Fig. 1, OpenMP runtimes relies on a lower-level threading layer, that we refer to as native, to implement OpenMP threads and could be classified into two broad categories: heavyweight OS-level threads and lightweight ULTs. The remainder of this section surveys the current landscape in supporting nested parallelism with respect to the native threading layer.

A. Current State in OS-Level Thread-Based Runtimes

Oversubscribing OS-level threads to hardware cores severely degrades performance in HPC environments because of expensive context switching between threads and pre-emptive scheduling. Out of fear of oversubscription, OS-level thread-based runtimes focus mostly on avoiding nesting altogether through various methods. In the following, we enumerate the most common practices. In this paper, we assume OpenMP 4.5 [16].

Disabling of nested parallelism. This is the prevailing method in practice. The OpenMP standard specifies an internal variable called nest-var that can be controlled via the environment variable OMP_NESTED or a function omp_set_nested(). The standard defines the default value of nest-var as false, pessimistically assuming negative side effects from setting it to true. This workaround clearly wastes parallelism opportunities and might lead to CPU underutilization.

Manual concurrency control. Users can explicitly control the numbers of threads at each parallel region with the nthreads-var control variable. This approach gives more fine-grained concurrency control to the user, which is better than serializing all inner parallel regions. It remains cumbersome, however, to coordinate multiple independent libraries and applications on the degree of concurrency at each parallel region. The optimal configuration is nontrivial to find because it depends on various factors (target hardware, input problem, application characteristics etc.) [18], rendering tuning concurrency at each parallel region impractical.

Collapsing of nested loops. With compiler support, the collapse clause partitions iterations across nested loops, where chunks of the nested loops are uniformly distributed while keeping the number of OpenMP threads constant. This method is impractical for parallel regions situated in dependent soft-

3OpenMP 5.0 [17] marks nest-var as deprecated and sets its default value to implementation defined. We think that most production implementations will continue to support it and disable nested parallelism by default.
ware libraries because it requires code changes and is applicable only to consecutive nested loops.

**Dynamic concurrency control.** The specification defines the thread-limit-var and dyn-var control variables that allow users to cap the number of threads in a contention group and to dynamically adjust the number of threads in a parallel region, respectively. While these hints allow the runtime to avoid an exponential concurrency growth, their effectiveness is limited. The control variable thread-limit-var suffers from the same shortcomings as the manual concurrency control since users have to tune the upper bound on concurrency. Dynamic concurrency control is implementation defined; for instance, LLVM OpenMP 7.0 calculates the number of currently running OpenMP threads in the process in order to avoid oversubscription. As we demonstrate in Section IV-A, the number of threads is hardly a reliable metric to infer resource utilization because it ignores factors such as load imbalance and thread binding.

**Use of OpenMP tasks.** OpenMP tasks are designed as lightweight parallel units of execution [19]. For example, LLVM OpenMP implements user-space context switching between tasks. Furthermore, taskloop has recently emerged as a task-based substitute for parallel for [20]. Unfortunately, because of semantic differences, OpenMP threads are not always replaceable by tasks, as explored in [21]. For instance, OpenMP tasks do not support thread-local storage, some synchronization primitives (e.g., barrier), and CPU binding. In addition, this approach requires rewriting inner parallel loops in every external library, clearly making it impractical. Thus, improving support for nested parallelism remains the most practical direction given that parallel for is the predominant form of parallelization by applications and libraries.

**B. Current State in ULT-Based Runtimes**

A trade-off is possible between exposing parallelism through nested parallel regions and the corresponding thread management costs; however, the high penalizing OS-level thread management costs make searching for the best trade-off challenging. The workarounds introduced by the specification and implemented by leading OpenMP runtimes thus have limited effectiveness when OS-level native threads are adopted. In theory, with extremely lightweight native threads, overprovisioning of threads is significantly less penalizing and renders searching for the best trade-off much more practical. Mapping OpenMP threads to lightweight ULTs is thus a promising approach and has been investigated by numerous studies [6]–[11].

However, we found that existing ULT-based runtimes perform worse than do finely tuned OS-level thread-based runtimes from both flat and nested parallelism perspectives. The benefits of lightweight ULT-based native thread implementations are diminished by overheads of managing OpenMP-specific data and descriptors. The ULT-based runtimes rely on user-level context switching to fork and join threads before and after every parallel region, but this algorithm is inefficient under flat parallelism compared with busy-waiting-based methods used by leading OS-level thread-based runtimes. In addition, because of absence of an interface to control thread-to-CPU binding, these runtimes miss the opportunity to exploit locality of hierarchical hardware and proximity among threads. As a result, effectiveness of ULT-based OpenMP runtimes remains questionable.

**III. BOLT: EFFICIENT ULT-BASED OPENMP RUNTIME**

Our goal is to develop a practical OpenMP runtime system that efficiently supports both flat and nested parallelism to exploit the ignored parallelism in contemporary applications built atop highly stacked software layers. However, developing a cutting-edge OpenMP runtime from the ground up is a daunting task. We therefore created a runtime system based on an existing leading OpenMP system, while, to boost the performance of nested parallelism, we adopted ULTs as OpenMP threads. Specifically, we chose the open-source LLVM OpenMP library [3] as a baseline OpenMP implementation in order to take advantage of its maturity in terms of performance and robustness. As for the native threading layer, we chose Argobots [12], a highly optimized user-level threading library.

The next section briefly describes the changes necessary to the upstream LLVM OpenMP in order to run over a user-level threading library. We follow with a deep dive into the various overheads and bottlenecks that occur under flat and nested parallelism and the corresponding solutions. We also describe how they relate to or leverage knowledge from the OpenMP standard, and we identify some shortcomings in the current specification that limit optimization opportunities.

**A. Baseline ULT-Based Runtime**

BOLT was derived from LLVM OpenMP 7.0 [3] to inherit its optimized and modern OpenMP support up to 4.5 [16] as well as its application binary interface (ABI) compatibility with other popular OpenMP runtimes. The first step in deriving BOLT from LLVM OpenMP is a straightforward replacement of any use of the Pthreads interface with corresponding Argobots function calls. This involves not only replacing fork-join calls and several synchronization mechanisms, but also inheriting configuration parameters (e.g., stack size) and adopting ULT-based thread-local storage (TLS). The critical aspect that motivated using Argobots is, in addition to its high performance, its functionalities similar to those provided by Pthreads, which eased the replacement.

Fig. 2 shows the basic components of BOLT and how OpenMP threads are managed. When the runtime is initialized,
BOLT spawns OS-level threads, typically as many as the number of CPU cores, and runs schedulers on top of each of the OS-level threads, which work as processors in the OpenMP standard. Each scheduler has a shared ULT queue that is accessed mainly by the owner but can be a target of work stealing. We adopt a simple random work-stealing algorithm [22]; the scheduler steals ULTs from another queue only when its own queue is empty. This model follows the same practice found in existing ULT-based OpenMP runtimes. OpenMP tasks are also mapped to ULTs, but careful mechanisms are in place to maintain a correct thread-task relationship in order to satisfy the OpenMP semantics (e.g., tied tasks).

At this stage, BOLT shows decent performance compared with several OS-level thread-based and ULT-based runtimes. Unfortunately, at this stage, which we refer to as baseline, BOLT underperforms in several cases as other ULT-based runtimes do; it relies on low threading overheads of ULTs but mostly ignores OpenMP-specific knowledge in the optimization space. In particular, massive thread parallelism created by nested parallel regions stresses the scalability of data management and thread synchronization operations, diminishing performance gain by the lightweight nature of the native ULTs. To tackle this scalability challenge under nested parallelism, we first focus on the OpenMP specification that enables efficient data reuse and two bottlenecks in thread synchronization that have been overlooked in LLVM OpenMP; these techniques are either known methods in the context of OS-level thread-based systems or general optimizations, while these performance issues are significant with lightweight threads. We then investigate efficient and transparent support for flat parallelism and ULT-based OpenMP thread-to-CPU binding and propose new techniques that are specific to ULT-based OpenMP runtimes.

B. Team-Aware Resource Management

Despite its abstract nature, the concept of OpenMP team has important performance implications for nested parallelism by promoting reuse and isolation. Let us first assume that only flat parallelism is supported. In this case, the concept of team is unnecessary since there is at most one active parallel region at a time. Consequently, it is sufficient to reuse the same set of threads to execute successive parallel regions. Reuse here applies to the OpenMP thread descriptors that contain native threads and the per-thread OpenMP-specific data. The set of threads can also dynamically expand to account for variable thread counts across parallel regions. In LLVM OpenMP and BOLT, an OpenMP thread descriptor embeds a native thread; it follows that reusing an OpenMP thread descriptor allows reusing the same native thread to avoid expensive fork-join calls. In order to support the OpenMP fork-join execution model, barrier synchronization is used in LLVM OpenMP instead. The same is achieved in BOLT by using the join-revive Argobots pattern; this is a unique trait of Argobots that allows joining threads without destroying them (similar to a barrier synchronization) and later revive them to execute a new parallel region.

This model is impractical for nested parallelism, however. It is unfeasible to execute all parallel regions by the same set of threads while maintaining parent-children dependencies between regions, independence among sibling regions, and region-local barrier synchronization. The notion of team satisfies these needs and allows for optimizations. The isolation of threads within the same team allows independent teams to run in parallel and limits the scope of barrier synchronization to team-local threads. The above global reuse model can also be adopted at the team level. When a team finishes executing a parallel region, its corresponding data, which includes OpenMP thread descriptors, can be reused for a subsequent parallel region. Exploiting team-level optimizations is not new but has been limited to leading OS-level thread-based runtimes. This reuse method, called hot team [4], has been adopted by Intel and LLVM OpenMP and saves not only on thread management operations but also on team-level data management and initialization (e.g., barrier-related data).

The original implementation of hot teams is limited to the outermost parallel region by default, because the OS-level thread is a precious system resource; since the number of OS-level threads grows exponentially, keeping them alive can rapidly reach the system limit. This is not an issue for ULT-based runtimes since threads are managed in the user space. Here the primary physical limit is memory but it can fit a massive number of ULTs since their memory footprint is relatively small (the largest object is stack, which is 4 MB by default). As a result, the hot team optimization has even more potential for ULT-based runtimes since caching ULTs only consumes memory without wasting a system resource.

C. Scalability Optimizations

Shifting the threading layer of the original LLVM OpenMP to ULTs reveals scalability bottlenecks that were not previously visible because the costs of managing OS-level threads dwarfed them. These bottlenecks are related to accessing shared data and the startup overhead of a parallel region that we address as follows.

1) Scalable Shared Data Management: The first bottleneck is related to how shared data within the runtime is protected. A coarse-grained critical section was protecting several runtime resources, including global thread and team descriptor pools, which are used if teams are not cached, and global thread IDs. Accessing this data is on the critical path of every construction of a parallel region. This critical section also serializes updates of thread counters that are used to adjust the number of threads (e.g., as hinted by thread-limit-var). This is a generic critical section contention issue, which we alleviated with established contention-avoidance practices. We divided the coarse-grained critical section into smaller ones that protect distinct resources. Since it belongs to the associated master thread, hot team data needs no protection, which gets manipulated in a lockless manner. Thread counters are kept consistent by using hardware atomic operations. These optimizations eliminate most serialization.
2) **Scalable Thread Startup:** The second bottleneck is related to the startup phase of a parallel region where the master thread distributes work to threads in the team. The baseline join-revive model employs an \( O(N) \) distribution algorithm that limits scalability under nested parallelism. This is a known pattern that has been improved with \( O(\log N) \) divide-and-conquer algorithms such as those done by Intel CilkPlus [23] and Intel Threading Building Blocks [24]. LLVM OpenMP adopts the same approach but only for taskloop, however, thus, we applied this model to the join-revive pattern by distributing work in a binary tree manner until the number of revived threads is one.

Our two optimizations drastically improve the scalability of the baseline BOLT under nested parallelism. Nevertheless, it underperforms in the case of flat parallelism. Across successive parallel regions, native threads (i.e., ULTs) cached by the hot team optimization are coordinated by ULT-based synchronization that essentially relies on lightweight user-level context switching. This ULT-based coordination method, however, performs worse than busy-waiting when no oversubscription happens. The next section closely explores better thread coordination strategies across parallel regions, a direction that was completely overlooked by previous ULT-based runtimes.

**D. Thread Coordination Across Successive Parallel Regions**

With OS-level threads, even if the hot team eliminates thread creation costs with OpenMP threads as we presented in Section III-B, sleeping and awakening threads on every parallel region invocation are costly since they involve expensive OS-level context switching. Production OpenMP runtimes by default enable an aggressive synchronization that keeps finished OpenMP threads busy-waiting in order to save the cost of waking up threads on creating the succeeding parallel region. Nevertheless, busy-waiting is obviously harmful under oversubscription cases because it essentially wastes CPU resources. The OpenMP specification gives control to users via a run-time interface, `OMP_WAIT_POLICY`, that hints at the runtime the desired behavior of waiting threads with active and passive keywords; the specification explains that active implies busy-waiting, while passive sleep- or yield-based implementations. Although the specification defines the behavior as implementation defined, this wait policy is exploited by leading OpenMP runtimes to alleviate overheads of parallel region creation. This setting is known to significantly affect the performance of flat and nested parallelism [18]; the active policy minimizes the latency for a repeated, short, and single-level parallel region, but it imposes immense overheads when oversubscription happens (e.g., parallelism is nested). On the other hand, with the passive policy, the latency is large under flat parallelism.

For example, with active, LLVM OpenMP 7.0 infinitely busy-waits for the next parallel region; but if the total number of OpenMP threads is greater than the number of hardware threads, `sched_yield()` is called in the busy loop. Under the passive policy, threads immediately sleep after finishing their work; team reinvocation relies on a tree-based barrier using Pthreads condition variables.

```c
1 const int YIELD_INTERVAL = 1e6;
2 void omp_thread_func(...):
3 START_THREAD:
4 [...] // run an implicit task (= work of OpenMP thread)
5 switch (omp_wait_policy):
6 case ACTIVE:
7 while (!):
8 if (is_next_team_invoked()):
9 goto START_THREAD; // restart a thread
10 if (count++ % YIELD_INTERVAL == 0):
11 yield_to_sched(); // avoid hang
12 case PASSIVE:
13 return; // immediately returns to a scheduler
14 case HYBRID:
15 while (!):
16 if (is_next_team_invoked()):
17 goto START_THREAD; // restart a thread
18 if (thread = pop_from_one_of_pools()):
19 // finish, return to a scheduler, and execute thread
20 return_to_sched_with_thread(thread);
```

Fig. 3. Pseudo code of wait policy implementation in BOLT. We omit detailed flag management from this code. Here `yield_to_sched()` behaves as preemption, which is necessary to avoid a dead lock with the active policy.

1) **Static Wait Policy:** A common misconception is that the threading cost of ULTs is minuscule (e.g., as small as synchronization based on busy-waiting). Indeed, the previous ULT-based OpenMP runtimes have ignored the wait policy and merely implemented a passive behavior relying on user-level context switches. Nevertheless, we found that even with lightweight ULTs, thread coordination algorithms indicated by the wait policy have a large performance impact on flat and nested parallelism because under no oversubscription busy-waiting is more efficient than user-level context switches containing several memory accesses. BOLT is aware of the importance of flat parallelism and therefore employs both active and passive strategies, which allow efficient execution of flat parallelism if active is specified. Fig. 3 shows the pseudo implementations of the wait policies in BOLT; under the active policy a flag `is_next_team_invoked()` is checked in a busy loop (line 8), whereas with passive a thread finishes immediately after its work to possibly schedule another ready thread (line 13).

However, this static policy mechanism requires users to prioritize the performance of either flat or nested parallelism. The API proposal by Yan et al. [5], which allows the policy change at runtime with `omp_set_wait_policy()`, can alleviate the current one-time black-and-white setting. However, it imposes a burden on users to control optimal settings, which is impractical for real-world complicated applications that consist of both flat and nested parallelism.

2) **Hybrid Wait Policy:** To address this issue, we propose a hybrid policy, a new ULT technique that encompasses both strengths by executing the active and passive behaviors alternately. This optimization comes from the observation that both implementations are composed of busy loops; the active implementation obviously contains busy-waiting, whereas with passive, after the thread finishes, the scheduler enters a busy loop to pop and execute the next ULT. The hybrid implementation embeds the ULT pool operations in the thread coordination code and checks a flag and availability of ULTs alternately in a busy loop, as shown in Fig. 3. If a ULT is successfully taken in this loop (line 18), the thread exits and returns to the scheduler with the popped ULT, which will be executed next (line 20). This hybrid strategy consists
of both the active and passive strategies; it works as active with a pool-checking overhead (line 18) under flat parallelism, while passive with a flag-checking overhead (line 16) under oversubscription. Since any expensive operation is involved in a busy loop to check a pool and a flag alternately, it performs almost best in both flat and nested parallelism cases without the programmers’ burden to choose the wait policy.

This hybrid technique is not applicable to OS-level thread-based implementations since a kernel does not expose a scheduling loop to users. Instead of a hybrid behavior, one might suggest an adaptive strategy that dynamically switches active and passive modes based on plausible metrics: for example, total numbers of threads and parallel regions, depth of nests, CPU loads, and real performance obtained by profiling. However, such an adaptive technique is potentially harmful because of the expensive wait policy change that requires suspension and reactivation of OS-level threads. We note that our hybrid technique has the least negative side effect under the assumption of ULT scheduling; especially the hybrid technique does not perform any context switching without acquiring the next work unlike yield_to_sched() (line 11) with active, which eliminates unnecessary context switches that increase the latency in the thread restart path.

Unfortunately, neither the OpenMP specification nor the proposal of extensions [5] contains a keyword that can be mapped to this hybrid behavior. This paper uses a keyword hybrid, while we simply suggest a keyword runtime or auto to the specification, which allows a runtime to choose the best algorithm (i.e., the hybrid algorithm in the case of BOLT).

E. Thread-to-Place Binding

In order to efficiently run a parallel program on modern hierarchical multi-core CPUs, in addition to efficient execution of parallel regions, exploitation of locality is essential. OpenMP introduced the concept of thread binding, which allows users to hint preferable thread affinity; this facilitates exploiting data locality by mapping threads to the hardware topology and by exploiting physical proximity among threads. Specifically, OpenMP allows fine-grained affinity control via places; users can define places that encapsulate sets of hardware threads, and OpenMP threads can be bound to specific places according to a given binding setting (bind-var). This thread-to-place binding interface is straightforward to use for flat parallelism, but it is not so trivial for nested parallelism. For instance, the user can use the binding interface to carefully map threads in a way that maximizes resource utilization. This solution, while already cumbersome for the user, becomes impractical the moment the thread count exceeds the number of processors or the per-thread workload is irregular. In this case, dynamically scheduling threads is more practical.

Dynamically moving threads can take place only within one place, however. This creates a multidimensional trade-off between data locality granularity (small places give more fine-grained control), load balancing (larger places allow for better utilization) and scheduling overheads (moving threads within one place). The quest for the best trade-off favors ULT-based runtimes, thanks to high-control and low-cost scheduling, but remains completely unexplored since existing ULT-based runtimes support only old OpenMP specifications. Whether an OpenMP runtime fulfills the thread-to-place binding specification is implemented in OpenMP; thus, the baseline BOLT remains standard-compliant but prohibits the user from the corresponding optimizations. We believe this should not be the case; that a ULT-based runtime can equip the user with the same optimization tools as OS-level thread-based runtimes do. In the following, we describe our binding support, which is fully compliant with the specification.

1) ULT-Based Thread-to-Place Binding: OS-level thread-based runtimes often rely on CPU masks to map threads to places; the OS schedules threads only on CPU sets that threads are allowed to run onto. This approach is not practical for ULT scheduling because they are scheduled by using decentralized thread queues. For a close mapping between places and thread queues, we created the concept of place queue associated with a place (i.e., a user-defined set of processors, or schedulers in BOLT) as shown in Fig. 4. Since only schedulers associated with a place have access to a corresponding place queue, ULTs bound to the place queue can be executed among these limited schedulers. By pinning schedulers in BOLT to hardware threads, ULTs are virtually bound to specific core sets. Places are immutable once defined, so BOLT does not need to create and destroy place queues dynamically; thus, the additional overhead to support places is negligible.

2) The Problem with Binding Policy Inheritance: The previous step allows BOLT users to control thread mapping as they would do with widely used OpenMP runtimes. Unfortunately, the deterministic nature of this binding interface constrains thread scheduling; it ignores processor utilization at runtime and can lead to load imbalance. We believe that to approach the optimal trade-off, a promising strategy is to combine tight binding policies for the outermost parallel region (to promote data locality) with loose binding policies for inner regions to allow threads more freedom to move and exploit dynamic load balancing. This strategy maps cleanly to the BOLT internal thread queue and scheduling system, but there is an obstacle in the specification. If the binding policy for the outermost parallel region is set, the inner binding policy either inherits the parent region’s policy if the user does not set it or takes the user-chosen policy. In both cases, binding is always enforced onto the inner parallel regions, which prohibits dynamic scheduling.

To address this issue, we suggest an extension to the
specification to support a new bind-var keyword, unset, which literally unsets bind-var; technically, it sets bind-var and place-partition-var to the default ones, while in BOLT the default bind-var is no thread binding. With this keyword, we can specify the strategy described above by, for instance, setting OMP_PROC_BIND to spread, unset. With this extension, BOLT is capable of dynamic scheduling through random work-stealing when binding is unset. We believe this keyword is also useful with OS-level thread-based implementation for dynamic load balancing.

F. Performance Breakdown and Analysis

The preceding sections described several implementation aspects that affect the performance of parallel regions in flat and nested parallelism regimes but did not quantify the individual contributions. This section provides a breakdown analysis using simple microbenchmarks that were run on a 56-core Intel Skylake server (detailed experimental setting is provided in Section IV).

1) Performance Breakdown Analysis: To evaluate BOLT under nested parallelism, we first used a microbenchmark that stresses the overheads of nested parallel regions, as shown in Fig. 5a. We set $N$ to the number of cores (i.e., 56) and ran this microbenchmark with different values of $L$. Fig. 5b shows the results following an incremental bottleneck elimination approach; at each step, the optimization being applied is the one that eliminates the major bottleneck at that step (which does not necessarily follow the same order as the optimization descriptions above). We set OMP_WAIT_POLICY to passive by default, which is beneficial for nested parallelism.

We found that team construction and destruction take more than 92% of the total execution time on the critical path with $L = 56$. As a result, the hot team optimization (Section III-B) can significantly reduce the team management cost (Team-aware management) and improves the execution time by roughly 10x. The next most significant bottleneck is contention for the coarse-grained critical section, which consumes 13% of the execution time when $L = 56$. By adopting the Scalable data management optimization (Section III-C1), contention is significantly reduced and the benefits are proportional to the size of the outer parallel region $L$. Binary thread startup (Section III-C2) shortens the critical path by reducing the workload on the master thread (Scalable thread startup), which improves performance especially with smaller $L$. Merely setting affinity—set to spread in this example—does not improve performance (Bind=spread) because, as discussed in Section III-E1, the affinity setting is inherited by the inner parallel regions and incurs load imbalance because of the loss of scheduling flexibility. Giving scheduling freedom to the inner nested level by setting spread, unset (Section III-E2) improves CPU utilization by reducing load imbalance (Bind=spread, unset). The hybrid wait policy presented in Section III-D2 improves performance with smaller $L$ because of its active behavior, while it shows the least performance degradation with larger $L$ (Hybrid policy).

We also compared the optimized BOLT with the pure Argobots library, which we consider as the upper bound on performance. We created a microbenchmark that is directly parallelized with Argobots in the same way as done with the optimized BOLT; we mimicked BOLT’s scheduling and thread management (e.g., affinity and team-aware resource management) but removed OpenMP function calls and omitted other unused OpenMP features for this microbenchmark (e.g., initialization of task queues and management of thread IDs). Fig. 5b indicates that the optimized BOLT incurs up to 23% overheads compared with Argobots (Argobots in the figure). We think any further performance improvement beyond this point must involve improving Argobots itself.

2) Wait Policy and Performance: To assess the trade-off of the wait policy, we evaluated the performance of flat and nested parallelism with both the active and passive policies. We used the optimized BOLT (Bind=spread, unset in Fig. 5b).

In addition to the widely used OpenMP implementations (GCC, Intel, and LLVM OpenMP), we evaluated three ULT-based OpenMP runtimes: MPC [9], OMPi [8], and Mer-
curium [25]. Section IV includes the details of the OpenMP runtimes we evaluated. We note that these ULT-based runtimes employ only the passive strategy (i.e., no busy-waiting). We tuned the affinity settings of GCC, Intel, and LLVM OpenMP as done in Section IV-A.

Fig. 6a shows the overheads of a single parallel region creating 56 threads doing no computation on the Intel Skylake processor. We show the best affinity settings for GCC, Intel, and LLVM OpenMP (GOMP, IOMP, and LOMP) in the figures; the first affinity was set for active and the other for passive. Fig. 6a shows that BOLT with passive is faster than GOMP, IOMP, and LOMP with passive, thanks to lightweight ULTs, while it is slower than IOMP and LOMP with active because their coordination algorithms based on busy-waiting are more efficient than is the passive algorithm relying on user-level context switching. BOLT with active performs as good as do IOMP and LOMP. The previous ULT-based OpenMP runtimes (MPC, OMPI, and Mercurium) show higher overheads than do the OpenMP implementations with OS-level threads with active, indicating the importance of the active wait policy for efficient support of flat parallelism even with lightweight ULTs.

Fig. 6b shows the performance of nested parallel regions creating 56 threads at each level. GOMP suffers from immense thread management overheads, diminishing the performance difference between active and passive. IOMP and LOMP in this case significantly degrade performance with active because busy-waiting delays execution of other threads that have real work. BOLT shows the same performance tendency, but is faster than the other OpenMP runtimes except MPC; in Fig. 6b, MPC shows the best performance because the implementation of MPC does not allow oversubscription and completely serializes inner parallel regions. BOLT can achieve better performance by disabling nested parallelism (BOLT (nest=F)). In Section IV-A we discuss the performance penalty of aggressive serialization.

These results demonstrate that the performance of flat and nested parallelism is sensitive to the wait policy. BOLT with hybrid in both cases shows almost the best performance, proving the efficacy of the hybrid algorithm which eliminates a burden to manually tune the wait policy but maintains high performance under both flat and nested parallelism.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we compare the performance of BOLT with six other OpenMP runtimes using carefully crafted microbenchmarks and two real-world N-body and chemistry applications that exhibit nested parallelism. We ran experiments on the heavily threaded Intel Skylake and KNL systems described in Table I. Since not every OpenMP runtime found in literature has a publicly available or usable implementation, we present results only with runtimes that we could collect and run. The OS-level thread-based category contains the GCC OpenMP [1], Intel OpenMP [2], and LLVM OpenMP [3] runtimes that ship with GCC 8.1, Intel 17.2.174 (17.0.4 on KNL), and Clang/LLVM 7.0 [26], respectively. The ULT-based category consists of MPC 3.3.0 [9], OMPi 1.2.3 [8] with pthreads 1.0.4 [27], and Mercurium 2.1.0 [25] with Nanos++ 0.14.1. BOLT does not have its own compiler, so we compiled programs with the Intel compiler and replaced the OpenMP library with BOLT by modifying LD_LIBRARY_PATH.

All programs were compiled with -O3. To evaluate nested parallelism, we set OMP_NESTED to true. For a fair comparison, we enabled nested hot teams for LLVM and Intel OpenMP for efficient resource management. In our evaluation, the hybrid policy was enabled for BOLT. For other runtimes, we followed the common practice; we set OMP_WAIT_POLICY to active if nested parallelism is not used while disabling the busy-wait configuration under any nested parallelism, an approach that is overall beneficial as discussed in Section III-F2. The optimized BOLT includes all the optimizations of Section III with the affinity setting of OMP_PROC_BIND=spread,unset, which performed best in the following experiments. We present the results as the arithmetic mean of ten runs with a 95% confidence interval shown as error bars. We note that some bars are hardly visible because of small error values.

A. Microbenchmarks

We first evaluated two microbenchmarks that reflect cases where the efficiency of nested parallel regions impacts performance. Unlike what we used in Section III-F, the computation is added in order not to let merely aggressive serialization be the best optimization. The first case is the microbenchmark shown in Fig. 9a. When is less than the number of cores (N), parallelizing only the inner or the outer parallel loop cannot utilize all the available cores. We changed the outer loop count L and evaluated the performance.

The second case is a program that has unbalanced inner parallel loops, as shown in Fig. 9b. Since the amount of work of the inner loop is uneven, load imbalance occurs if only the outer loop is parallelized. In theory, parallelizing only the inner loop achieves performance as good as that of nested parallelism, although disabling outermost parallelism is difficult in practice because outer parallel loops often contain other computations. This benchmark has a parameter α (A in Fig. 9b) to control the degree of imbalance. Let N be a number

3 We could not find the source code of Omni/ST [7] and NanosCompiler [6]. The source code of ForestGOMP [11] is available, but we did not include it because we could not compile and run it in our environment. The latest libKOMP [10] (https://gitlab.inria.fr/openmp/libkomp) focuses on tasking and no longer maps OpenMP threads to ULTs, so we exclude it in our evaluation.
each measurement calculates the average execution time of the kernel repeated for three seconds after a one-second warm-up. To evaluate the common workarounds in OpenMP, we chose two applications, KIFMM [28] and Qbox [29], for evaluation. They are good examples of nested parallel regions in real-world code; outer parallel loops appear in both cases, we chose two applications, KIFMM [28] and Qbox [29], for evaluation. We note that MPC does not allow oversubscription, so it serializes inner parallelism except $L = 2$ in Fig. 7. This result shows that such an aggressive serialization adopted by MPC fails to exploit parallelism and, at maximum, achieves performance as good as that of Ideal (outer). We note that OpenMP threads in BOLT is as efficient as or even faster than OpenMP tasks in GCC, Intel, and LLVM OpenMP. taskloop shows the performance of the microbenchmarks in which we replaced the outer parallel regions with taskloop. To illustrate the benefits of nested parallelism in real-world cases, we chose two applications, KIFMM [28] and Qbox [29], for evaluation. They are good examples of nested parallel regions in real-world code; outer parallel loops appear in application codes, and inner parallel loops are in external math libraries. Our evaluation used Intel OpenMP for comparison to cores, and nobind, which unsets those variables. Because of space limits, although we tried all the combinations, we show the performance of the fastest series.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the performance of BOLT, GCC, Intel, and LLVM OpenMP with several settings and three ULT-based OpenMP systems. We split charts for better readability, so the results of BOLT are identical among the four charts. BOLT (baseline) denotes the baseline BOLT, and BOLT (opt) includes all the optimizations. Ideal and Ideal (outer) show the theoretical maximum performance if all the parallelism is exploited and only the outer loop is parallelized, respectively. The results indicate that BOLT (opt) overall performs better than BOLT (baseline) and the other OpenMP systems. We note that MPC does not allow oversubscription, so it serializes inner parallelism except $L = 2$ in Fig. 7. This result shows that such an aggressive serialization adopted by MPC fails to exploit parallelism and, at maximum, achieves performance as good as that of Ideal (outer). We note that OpenMP threads in BOLT is as efficient as or even faster than OpenMP tasks in GCC, Intel, and LLVM OpenMP; taskloop shows the performance of the microbenchmarks in which we replaced the outer parallel loop with taskloop.

To illustrate the benefits of nested parallelism in real-world cases, we chose two applications, KIFMM [28] and Qbox [29], for evaluation. They are good examples of nested parallel regions in real-world code; outer parallel loops appear in application codes, and inner parallel loops are in external math libraries. Our evaluation used Intel OpenMP for comparison to cores, and nobind, which unsets those variables. Because of space limits, although we tried all the combinations, we show the performance of the fastest series.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the performance of BOLT, GCC, Intel, and LLVM OpenMP with several settings and three ULT-based OpenMP systems. We split charts for better readability, so the results of BOLT are identical among the four charts. BOLT (baseline) denotes the baseline BOLT, and BOLT (opt) includes all the optimizations. Ideal and Ideal (outer) show the theoretical maximum performance if all the parallelism is exploited and only the outer loop is parallelized, respectively. The results indicate that BOLT (opt) overall performs better than BOLT (baseline) and the other OpenMP systems. We note that MPC does not allow oversubscription, so it serializes inner parallelism except $L = 2$ in Fig. 7. This result shows that such an aggressive serialization adopted by MPC fails to exploit parallelism and, at maximum, achieves performance as good as that of Ideal (outer). We note that OpenMP threads in BOLT is as efficient as or even faster than OpenMP tasks in GCC, Intel, and LLVM OpenMP; taskloop shows the performance of the microbenchmarks in which we replaced the outer parallel loop with taskloop.

To illustrate the benefits of nested parallelism in real-world cases, we chose two applications, KIFMM [28] and Qbox [29], for evaluation. They are good examples of nested parallel regions in real-world code; outer parallel loops appear in application codes, and inner parallel loops are in external math libraries. Our evaluation used Intel OpenMP for comparison to cores, and nobind, which unsets those variables. Because of space limits, although we tried all the combinations, we show the performance of the fastest series.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the performance of BOLT, GCC, Intel, and LLVM OpenMP with several settings and three ULT-based OpenMP systems. We split charts for better readability, so the results of BOLT are identical among the four charts. BOLT (baseline) denotes the baseline BOLT, and BOLT (opt) includes all the optimizations. Ideal and Ideal (outer) show the theoretical maximum performance if all the parallelism is exploited and only the outer loop is parallelized, respectively. The results indicate that BOLT (opt) overall performs better than BOLT (baseline) and the other OpenMP systems. We note that MPC does not allow oversubscription, so it serializes inner parallelism except $L = 2$ in Fig. 7. This result shows that such an aggressive serialization adopted by MPC fails to exploit parallelism and, at maximum, achieves performance as good as that of Ideal (outer). We note that OpenMP threads in BOLT is as efficient as or even faster than OpenMP tasks in GCC, Intel, and LLVM OpenMP; taskloop shows the performance of the microbenchmarks in which we replaced the outer parallel loop with taskloop.
The performance of the traversal in the upward phase of KIFMM on Skylake is shown in Fig. 10. The kernel of the upward phase in KIFMM; dgemv() is parallelized with OpenMP’s parallel for in MKL.

because 1) it performs best among the existing OpenMP runtimes, and 2) its runtime and compiler are expected to perform best on Intel machines with Intel MKL.

### B. KIFMM

KIFMM is a kernel-independent fast multipoles method that is an efficient solver of N-body problems [30]. Our evaluation used its highly optimized implementation [28]. The phases upward and downward are time-consuming phases that have node traversals consisting of OpenMP-parallelized loops calling BLAS routine dgemv(), as presented in Fig. 11. Major BLAS implementations including Intel MKL and OpenBLAS provide OpenMP-parallelized implementations, so applications developers might want to exploit nested parallelism especially when loop counts of outer parallel loops are small.

We changed two factors in KIFMM to evaluate the performance of nested parallelism. The first is the number of points (i.e., \( N \) in N-body), which affects nodecounts[i] in Fig. 11; larger \( N \) creates more nodes at each level. When the input contains more points, inner loop parallelism becomes less important because outer parallelism is adequate. The second factor is \( \text{NP} \), a parameter determining the accuracy of outputs. It affects the input matrix size of dgemv(); larger \( \text{NP} \) requires larger matrix-vector multiplication. Parallelizing small dgemv() does not perform well because of threading overheads and bad locality, so nested parallelism can be more efficiently exploited with larger \( \text{NP} \). We artificially changed these input parameters and evaluated the effectiveness of nested parallelism. We used the input following the Plummer model. We also manually revectorized code with AVX-512, where the outdated SSE vectorization was embedded. We used OpenMP-parallelized Intel MKL for the BLAS library. Since it assumes Pthreads as a native thread, a few functions in Intel MKL create, use, and destroy TLS via the OS-level thread API (e.g., pthread_mutex_lock) or implement their own synchronization algorithms with non-OpenMP functions (e.g., a hand-written barrier instead of \texttt{omp barrier}); we overrode these functions to correctly run dgemv() on BOLT. We executed KIFMM ten times and calculated speedups of the upward’s traversal with different MKL_NUM_THREADS while setting \texttt{OMP_NUM_THREADS} to 56. In addition to different affinity settings, we measured the performance of \texttt{omp_set_dynamic} by setting \texttt{OMP_DYNAMIC} to \texttt{true} and letting the runtime decide the number of OpenMP threads.

Fig. 10 shows the relative performance of the traversal in the upward phase, where the baseline is the performance of BOLT with one MKL thread; the performance obtained by parallelizing only the outer loop is the result with a single MKL thread. Fig. 10 indicates that nested parallelism contributes to overall performance improvement, and in all cases BOLT achieves the best performance with a certain number of MKL threads, while the excessive increase of inner threads enlarges threading overheads and degrades performance. As we increase the number of points (from left to right in Fig. 10), the performance improvement gets small because the outer loop parallelism becomes sufficiently large. On the other hand, larger \( \text{NP} \) increases the granularity of dgemv(), emphasizing larger benefits of nested parallelism. Importantly, if the number of MKL threads is 1, the performance of BOLT is the same as that of Intel OpenMP, showing that BOLT has no performance penalty for flat parallelism compared with Intel OpenMP.

### C. Qbox

Qbox is a first-principles molecular dynamics code [29] supporting both intranode parallelism with OpenMP and internode parallelism with MPI. We chose the implementation in the CORAL benchmark with the Gold benchmark, which computes the electronic structure of gold atoms. We focus on a fast Fourier transform (FFT) phase in Qbox that creates nested parallel regions. Qbox contains several FFT operations in the kernel; in the Gold benchmark, 3D FFT is the most time-consuming among them. With OpenMP-parallelized
FFTW 3.3.8 [31]. Qbox offers two ways to parallelize 3D FFT: one is executing a single plan that performs 3D FFT in FFTW3, and the other is running a parallel loop invoking 2D FFTs. We found that FFTW3 internally creates parallel regions for each dimension, so parallel regions are nested in both of the 2D and 3D FFT cases. Since FFTW3 provides only one variable to control the number of threads, we cannot flexibly control parallelism in the 3D FFT case. We therefore evaluated the 2D FFT case.

Fig. 13 presents the kernel of the 3D FFT in Qbox. The inner OpenMP parallel loop calls fftw_execute(), which executes a 2D FFT. We changed two parameters to evaluate the nested parallelism. The first one is the number of MPI processes. As implied in Fig. 13, the outermost dimension of the 3D FFT is distributed over MPI processes, so the outer loop parallelism is reduced by increasing MPI processes, making the inner loop parallelism more important for utilizing all cores. The second parameter is the number of atoms, which changes num in Fig. 13; larger input having more atoms increases num, rendering nested parallelism less significant. We note that the size of the 2D FFT is independent of these parameters.

For evaluation, we extracted the FFT kernel from the Qbox code and simulated its performance by changing the outer loop count according to values we obtained by running Qbox. We created optimized wisdom files on KNL with FFTW PATIENT for all combinations of numbers of FFTW threads and OpenMP settings and used the obtained highly optimized plans. The 2D FFT internally creates two-level nested parallelism in FFTW3. To avoid an excessively fine-grained decomposition, we disabled the third-level parallelism by setting OMP_MAX_ACTIVE_LEVEL to 2. The Intel OpenMP settings are the same as for KIFMM. We set OMP_NUM_THREADS to 64 and changed the number of FFTW threads.

Fig. 12 demonstrates that only BOLT can exploit nested parallelism and improve performance. This improvement is more significant with fewer atoms and more MPI processes, indicating that exploiting nested parallelism is important for strong scaling, which is increasingly demanded for massively parallel hardware. The result also shows that BOLT outperforms the others; the autotuning process generates efficient plans for the lightweight OpenMP runtime.

V. RELATED WORK

ULTs in OpenMP. Before OpenMP 3.0, OpenMP supports only threads as parallel units, so lightweight ULTs for OpenMP threads have been intensively explored to parallelize multilevel, recursive, or dynamic parallel programs with OpenMP. NanosCompiler [6] and Omni/ST [7] are early studies proposing ULT-mapping of OpenMP threads; however, they lack implementation details beyond the initial concept. As OpenMP evolved, several ULT-based OpenMP runtimes sought for efficient scheduling over ULTs for nested parallelism. The OMpi system [8] adopted a hierarchical scheduling algorithm to execute innermost threads on close cores, in order to improve locality [32]. ForestGOMP [11], an OpenMP runtime library over a lightweight threading library called Marcel [33], adopted a BubbleSched scheduler, which is a NUMA-aware hierarchical scheduling policy based on hardware locality information [34]. Our evaluation shows that OpenMP’s thread affinity supported in the latest OpenMP standard with our proposal unset can realize thread affinity over ULTs in an efficient, transparent, and flexible manner.

Recent OpenMP studies using ULTs have focused on issues other than nested parallel regions. libKOMP [10], OpenMP over Qthreads [35], and OmpSs [36] utilized ULTs for efficient task parallelism, although their mapping of OpenMP threads are different; libKOMP mapped OpenMP threads to ULTs, and Qthreads’ work mapped them to OS-level threads. OmpSs radically stops supporting parallel regions to focus on its own task-oriented parallel programming model, while their
compiler, Mercurium [25], keeps an OpenMP-compatible option. Several researchers tackled the interoperability issue. The developers of MPC [9] integrated their ULT-based OpenMP runtime with their MPI implementation. Some work mapped OpenMP threads to ULTs for distributed programming models, for example, OpenMP over Charm++ [37], [38], although it failed to strictly follow the OpenMP semantics since OpenMP is thoroughly designed for a shared-memory architecture.

Overall, these OpenMP parallel systems might secondarily achieve good performance of nested parallel regions, while to the best of our knowledge they lacked further improvements to efficiently process nested parallel regions, leaving the performance suboptimal and often worse than the leading OS-level thread-based runtimes (e.g., Intel and LLVM OpenMP). BOLT employs several optimizations to fully exploit lightweight ULTs and presents the lowest overheads of flat and nested parallel regions. We believe that our techniques are helpful for existing ULT-based systems to improve the performance of most OpenMP applications since large portion of real-world OpenMP programs are parallelized by parallel regions.

**ULTs in Parallel Programming Models.** Several high-level parallel programming models, such as Cilk [39], Cilk-Plus [23], Charm++ [40], and X10 [41], have only an abstract task as a parallel work unit, in order to leave room for implementing it as a ULT. These parallel systems do not critically suffer from the oversubscription issue because the number of OS-level threads is constant or easily adjustable during execution. OpenMP, however, exposes two types of parallel units: thread and task. As their names imply, thread and task are typically implemented with an OS-level thread and a ULT in many OpenMP implementations. This work shows that, as high-level programming models do, mapping parallel units to ULTs can exploit nested parallelism, while BOLT coexists with OpenMP-parallelized software resources.

**Interoperability with Parallel Libraries.** In a broader sense, our work tries to address the interoperability issue of multiple parallelized components. A number of studies, such as Lithé [42] and DoPE [43], have proposed low-level abstract systems designed to encapsulate several parallel runtimes and supervise them uniformly. These abstracted runtime layers essentially lose semantics in the original parallel programming models, and hence achieving optimal performance is difficult. Some studies have focused on the interoperability of OpenMP and other threads [5], [44]. Our work focuses solely on the interoperability issue within OpenMP.

**VI. Concluding Remarks**

We presented in this paper a ULT-based OpenMP runtime, BOLT, that is aimed at production use by offering modern OpenMP support, unprecedented efficiency for nested parallelism support, and flat parallelism support that competes with leading production runtimes. The design of BOLT resulted from an in-depth investigation of implementation aspects as well as OpenMP specification key concepts to drive performance optimizations. We also discovered some specification aspects that limit optimization opportunities in ULT-based runtimes. We showed that the previous ULT-based OpenMP implementations lack efficient support for nested parallel regions while providing outdated OpenMP specification support. The microbenchmarks show that BOLT achieves better performance of nested parallel regions than do both the widely used OS-level thread-based OpenMP runtimes and the state-of-the-art ULT-based runtimes.

This study heavily focused on traditional parallel region-type of execution but left other aspects, such as support for tasks and accelerators, in the context of ULTs as future work. This work solely focuses on OpenMP and thus does not integrate our techniques into non-OpenMP systems although some of our techniques are generally applicable; for example, our hybrid-wait policy should be beneficial for ULT-based parallel systems that have parallel loop abstractions. Hence, another direction of our future work is to evaluate the efficacy of these techniques on other ULT-based parallel systems.
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VII. Artifact Appendix

A. Abstract

Our artifact provides the software packages (including some links to the open-source projects) and the applications we used to perform our evaluation. All processes are automated by several scripts, so users can easily build the packages, run our benchmarks, and plot the data.

Our evaluation highly depends on an x86/64 machine that supports AVX-512F (e.g., Intel Skylake 8180) and Intel C/C++ Compilers 2017.2.174.

B. Artifact check-list (meta-information)

- **Algorithm**: BOLT: OpenMP runtime system over ULT.
- **Program**: Microbenchmarks that evaluate nested OpenMP parallel regions, KIFMM, and FFTW3.
- **Compilation**: Intel C/C++ Compilers 2017.2.174, Clang 7.0, LLVM OpenMP 7.0, GCC 8.1, MPC 3.3.0, OMPi 1.2.3, and OmpSs 17.12.1.
- **Transformations**: None.
- **Binary**: None.
- **Data set**: All the input is given by arguments embedded in the benchmarking scripts.
- **Run-time environment**: Linux. We used Red Hat 7.6, but our experiments should work on any (recent) Linux. The root permission is not required to build and run our benchmarks.
- **Hardware**: Our experiments should work on any x86/64 machine that supports AVX-512F, but we strongly recommend Intel Skylake 8180 for the KIFMM evaluation.
- **Run-time state**: None.
- **Execution**: The turbo-boost feature should be turned off to reproduce the performance.
- **Metrics**: Execution time.
- **Output**: All the plotting scripts interpret the output properly.
- **Experiments**: Users run benchmarking scripts.
- **How much disk space required (approximately)?**: Disk space enough to build and install compilers locally.
- **How much time is needed to prepare workflow (approximately)?**: Several hours to build and install compilers locally.
- **How much time is needed to complete experiments (approximately)?**: A few days to complete all the experiments.
- **Publicly available?**: We will make it publicly available if our artifact is accepted.

C. Description

1) How delivered: Our artifact is public and anyone can download from the following link:

   https://zenodo.org/record/3372716

   (DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3372716)

2) Hardware dependencies: Our experiments need an x86/64 machine that supports AVX-512F (e.g., Intel Skylake 8180 and Intel Knights Landing). For the evaluation of KIFMM, we strongly recommend to run experiments on Intel Skylake 8180; otherwise, the deadlock or significant performance degradation might happen in Intel MKL.

3) Software dependencies: Our experiments require recent Intel C/C++ Compilers and Intel MKL. For the evaluation of KIFMM, we recommend to use the version of 2017.2.174; otherwise, the deadlock or significant performance degradation might happen in Intel MKL.

D. Installation

   download.sh will download all the dependent packages except the Intel products. Root privilege is not required.

   ```
   # On a node which is connected to the network.
   $ sh download.sh
   ```

   build.sh builds and installs all the packages. This process does not require network connection. All the packages are installed in the local artifact directory, so you can uninstall them just by removing the whole directory.

   ```
   # On a node where you want to run the evaluation.
   $ sh build.sh
   ```

E. Experiment workflow

For example, type the following to run our benchmarks:

```
# On a node where you want to run the evaluation.
$ sh run.sh nested_loop
$ sh run.sh qbox_fftw
# All the outputs (raw log files) are placed in logs/.
$ ls logs/nested_loop/qbox_fftw/x.log
``` 

F. Evaluation and expected result

All the performance results are placed in the log directory. You can create figures we presented in the paper with our Python scripts. The obtained results should be similar to what we described in the paper.

```
$ python plot/plot_nested_loop.py log/nested_loop/x.log
$ python plot/plot_qbox_fftw.py log/qbox_fftw/y.log
$ python plot/plot_kifmm.py log/kifmm/z.log
# All outputs (pdfs) are placed in pdfs/.
$ ls pdfs
balanced_gcc.pdf balanced_icc.pdf balanced_lcc.pdf ...
```

G. Experiment customization

All the scripts are in the scripts directory. Please see the scripts to customize the experiments.

H. Notes

README.md in the root directory of the artifact contains all the details including minor software requirements (e.g., CMake and Python) and some tips to build and run our test suite.